Single subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimuli inhibit the blink reflex in Parkinson's disease patients.
The disordered output from the basal ganglia to the pontine tegmentum nuclei is considered responsible for a number of abnormalities in brainstem reflexes in patients with Parkinson's disease. One of the most conspicuous of these abnormalities is the reduced inhibition of the blink reflex by a prepulse stimulus. The circuit of prepulse inhibition involves structures and fibre groups that can be reached by stimuli applied through the electrodes implanted in the subthalamic nucleus for deep brain stimulation (STNDBS). In seven Parkinson's disease patients we examined whether single STNDBS induced prepulse effects on the blink reflex and how they compared with the effects induced by single auditory and somatosensory stimuli. Prepulse inhibition was determined by measuring the percentage inhibition induced in the R2 component of the orbicularis oculi response to supraorbital nerve stimuli. The inter-stimuli intervals (ISI) between the prepulse and the supraorbital nerve stimuli were 0 to 30 ms and 100 ms for single STNDBS and 100 ms for auditory and somatosensory modalities. The results obtained with acoustic and somatosensory stimuli were compared with those obtained from a group of 20 age-matched healthy subjects. Single STNDBS induced significant inhibition of the R2 in all patients at ISIs between 10 and 30 ms, with a mean percentage inhibition of 94% at the ISI of 30 ms. On the contrary, significant inhibition by auditory or somatosensory stimuli was induced in only two out of the seven patients. The mean percentage inhibition at the ISI of 100 ms was 37% for auditory and 40% for somatosensory stimuli, well below reference limits for prepulse inhibition in control subjects (61%). Single STNDBS induces significant prepulse inhibition of the blink reflex in Parkinson's disease patients who have abnormally reduced auditory and somatosensory prepulse effects. This finding helps define the prepulse circuit in humans and the eventual site of its dysfunction in Parkinson's disease.